S10 Appendix: Quantitative similarity measurements

In Fig 3 (see main text), we compared how the different models we tested reproduce human behaviour in sparse and dense displays. To compare the different models, we qualitatively assessed the similarity between each model’s measures and the corresponding human data. In Fig A, for completeness, we include quantitative assessments of the similarity between model and human behaviour. The similarity between the sparse display, proportion and performance measures and the corresponding human data was computed as the Pearson correlation coefficient between model and human performance. For the selection measure, we used the structural similarity index (1) because the output of this measure is a 2-dimensional image.

Fig A. Quantitative assessment of the similarity between the model results and the human data, for the different measures presented in Fig 3 (see main text). As described qualitatively in Fig 3, all models (except for the CNN classifier) reproduce human behaviour for the sparse display, proportion, and performance measures, but only
the grouping models are able to reproduce human behaviour in the selection measure as well. Here, this claim is confirmed by our quantitative assessment method. Overall, the models obtain high and comparable similarly scores for the sparse display, proportion, and performance measures (except for the CNN classifier). However, the grouping models overall obtain higher similarity scores than pooling models for the selection measure.
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